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A turbulent 3D stacking game for 2 to 4 superheroes between 5 and 99 years old.

Authors:  Scott Frisco, Steven Strumpf
Licensor: Excel Global Development 
Illustrator:  Thies Schwarz
Length of the game: 10 - 20 minutes

Rhino Hero is back on the job! And this time his superhero friends Giraffe Boy, Big E. and 
Batguin join him. Together the superheroes build a dizzyingly tall skyscraper. Will they 
manage to climb up the many levels of the skyscraper? Only if if was built carefully, and the 
heroes have a steady hand. Don't get ahead of yourself; battles can quickly send you back 
down to the bottom. Secure the superhero medal and stop the mean, hanging spider mon-
keys from disturbing you – it's the only way to be the winning superhero! 

Contents

Before the first game: Carefully separate the spider monkeys and the superhero medal.

1 Batguin

1 Big E.

3 game boards  
(printed on both sides)

24 tall walls

24 short walls

1 superhero medal

1 Giraffe Boy

1 Rhino Hero

30 floors

3 dice 
(Red/Blue/Light Blue)

4 spider monkeys
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Preparation
Position the three game boards so that the round yellow “build” points are face up. Place 
the three game boards in any order, in a row in the center of the table. Shuffle the floor 
cards and deal three cards to each player. Players hold the cards privately in their hands.
Place three more floor cards on the table face up and create a face-down draw pile with 
the remaining floor cards. The short and tall walls are kept handy. Each player chooses one 
of the superheroes and places it in front of them. Spare superheroes are placed back in the 
box. Get the dice, spider monkeys and superhero medal ready.
 

    Example

How to play
Play in a clockwise direction. The player who is the best climber can start. A move consists of 
6 action points:

1. Build!
2. Spider monkey attack?
3. Climb the skyscraper!
4. Super battle?
5. Superhero medal? 
6. Draw another floor card

The individual action points:

1.  Build!

Select one of your floors to add to the skyscraper. The symbols on the top of this floor card 
show how many and which walls need to be set up in order to balance this floor card face-up 
on top. 

This symbol means: use a short wall.

This symbol means: use a tall wall.
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Take the corresponding wall or walls and place according to the following rules:

•  A wall may only be set up over a build point on the game board. It needs to at least 
touch the point. Only one wall may be set up on each build point. 

•  Later on in the game walls can be set up on already placed floors where there is no 
restriction on placement. You are also allowed to mix the walls up (e.g. use one short 
and one tall wall with one wall card set up on the game board and the other on an 
already constructed floor).

•  You must place all of the walls shown on the symbols in such a way that your floor 
card may be placed horizontally on top of these walls.

•  Floors can be aligned in any direction; they do not need to be parallel to an edge of 
the game board.

•  Later on in the game the floors might overlap slightly. This is permitted as long as 
another floor is not used as a support.

• You must set up the wall/walls in such a way that they are accessible to all figures.
•  Players may use both hands for building – while doing so they simply place the other 

floor cards face-down in front of them. 

Example: 

A floor with these two symbols cannot be  
placed like this: 

    Here's how: ➡

A floor with this symbol can be set up like this:

Did you manage to set up the wall/walls and floor without any part or the whole skyscraper 
collapsing ?

Then it's time for point 2:

2.  Spider monkey attack?

Does the floor you set up have a spider monkey symbol on it?

Then you must take a spider monkey out of the stockpile and carefully hang it 
on this floor by its tail or its hand. If it falls down try again until the Spider mon-
key hangs securely. Later in the game the stockpile of spider monkeys may be 
empty. In this case take one that is already hanging on the building and hang it 
on the floor just placed. If nothing collapses then move on to phase 3:
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3.  Climb the skyscraper!

Now roll the light blue die. It tells you how many levels your superhero can climb up  
or (if the die shows -1) must move down. 
This is based on how many levels the skyscraper has when looked at from the side.  
All floors that are at the same height count as one level. One level can consist of multiple 
floors (close to each other or far apart), or just a single intermediate floor.
 

Example:

Max rolled a three and can move his Giraffe Boy from the bottom to the third level. It doesn't 
matter which of the floor cards on the third level he chooses to place the Giraffe Boy super-
hero on.

Important:
•  Regardless of where the figure stands the entire level of the skyscraper is viewed as a 

whole. 
•  If there are multiple floor cards on one level then you can freely choose where to place 

your superhero. 
• If your hero reaches the top level then the remaining die movement is not used. 
•  If your superhero is all the way at the bottom and you roll a -1 then your superhero 

remains where he is. 
 

4.  Super battle?

Did you place your superhero on a new level? Now look closely – is there another 
superhero already on the same level? Check the full width of the skyscraper! If the 
answer is yes, then it's time for a superhero battle. As a new arrival to this level you 
are the attacker:
1.   As the attacker you receive the red die; the defender receives the blue die. 
2.  Both roll at the same time. The player who rolled the higher number wins and stays 

where they are, the other must move down one level.
3.  If the loser ends up on a level that already has another superhero there is another battle! 

And so on ... The new arrival is always the attacker.

1st level

2nd level

3rd level

4th level
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Example:
In the example shown Giraffe Boy battles against Rhino Hero. Max is the attacker and uses 
the red die, Felix, who is playing with Rhino Hero is the defender and uses the blue die.

5.  Superhero medal?

Is your superhero the furthest up just before the end of your turn? Then take 
the superhero medal. At the start of the game you take it out of the stockpile, 
later on in the game the superhero medal moves from player to player.

6.  Draw another floor card! 

At the end of your turn draw another floor card so that you once again have three in your 
hand. You can either draw a floor card from the pile or choose one of the three cards that 
are lying face up. If you choose to draw a face up card then immediately fill up the free space 
with another floor card from the draw pile; place the floor card face up.  

The next player takes their turn.

End of the game
The game ends immediately ...
... if a player causes the skyscraper to partially or completely collapse, regardless of when. The 
player who has the superhero medal at the time wins the game. But: if the player with the 
superhero medal is the one to collapse the skyscraper then all the other superheroes win 
the game together.
 
or

… once there are no more floors left to draw, all floors in a player's hand have been used or 
cannot be used. The last turn is completed and the winner is the player with the superhero 
medal.

     FaQ & Tips ➤
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FAQ:

What happens if a player can't use any of their floors because the walls required 
don't fit anywhere?
The player misses a turn and instead they can exchange their floor cards by placing one, two 
or all of their floor cards at the bottom of the draw pile. The player then draws the corre-
sponding number of floor cards from the draw pile or the face-up options. In the latter case 
fill the display up again by placing one to three floor cards from the draw pile face-up.

What happens if one or more spider monkeys accidentally fall off the skyscraper 
during building?
The player whose turn it is must hang the spider monkeys that fell down back somewhere on 
the skyscraper, and continue their turn.

Do I lose the medal if my figure is on the first floor and I roll a -1?
Yes, then you need to move your figure down and place the medal back in the stockpile.

What happens in the rare case that no player has a medal at the end of the game?
Then unfortunately you have all lost. Pull all your superhero strength together and start 
another game right away!

Tips:

When playing with younger players you can ...
... take out the floor cards with these two symbols before the game 
and play without spider monkeys.
... ignore the minus sign on the die and move your superhero up one floor with the die roll -1.

The game can be made more difficult ...
... by having the game board show less than 10 build points. At the start of the game place 
the three base pieces next to each other however you want. If only the red starting points are 
shown then there are only 5 points and you have chosen the most difficult starting setup.
... and/or by only allowing only one hand to be used for building. And it's even more difficult 
if players are only allowed to use their less dominant hand!

The game is more varied ...
… if you combine it with the game "Rhino Hero" (item no. 004789).  
The walls from this game can be used as short walls. And if you use the  
additional Rhino Hero figure you can play with 5 players.


